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INSTALLATION MANUAL

GALLERY

2. Insert the boards in the C-Rails 
leaving 5 mm spacing on both sides of 
the board to form an expansion joint. 
Place the �rst board on a leveled base 
(wall, screed) at a distance of 2-5 cm, 
depending on the type of the base.

3. The standard length of the boards is 
180 cm, but they can be cut to the 
required length. For fences with 
non-standard length, over 200 cm, the 
boards will need a vertical structural 
bracing.

Warning: Do not permanently �x the 
boards to the c-rails!

1. Anchor the Mounting Post to a 
concrete foundation. Attach the C-Rail 
to the Mounting Post using 4 
self-tapping screws. Distribute the 
screws at equal intervals along the 
entire length of the C-Rail so as to form a 
steady frame for the WPC Fence boards.
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SYSTEM ELEMENTS

Color Range

WPC FENCING BOARD - 1,8 m WPC FENCING
MOUNTING POST* - 1.5 m

WPC FENCING C-RAIL - 1,5 m

WPC FENCING DISTANCER

GRAPHITEBROWN

Color Range

GRAPHITEBROWN

Color Range

GRAPHITE

Color Range

GRAPHITE

WHY WPC FENCING?

 

 

ADVANTAGES

DURABILITY

The WPC composite technology ensures durability and the highest resistance. The board is resistant to 
abrasion, external mechanical forces, weathering and biological agents. It does not require maintenance 
and service work and so it saves you time and money.

 

AESTHETICS

The boards are perfectly straight, free of knots and cracks. They do not deform or bulge. Their simple 
elegant design perfectly �ts the architecture of modern homes.

COLOR DEPTH

Through the use of high-quality pigments and UV �lter additives, developed in collaboration with 
renowned world producers, we have obtained an unprecedented colour depth of our WPC products.

WARRANTY

WPC Fencing pro�les system retain their properties even under changing atmospheric conditions  
and come with warranty coverage in accordance with the manufacturer's terms.

*post (10x10x150cm) with base (16х16x1cm), cap,
4 anchor bolts М10х145 with caps М10.
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OUTDOOR USE RECYCLABLELONG LASTING

WPC Fencing pro�les system has been designed to create a 
fence which, depending on your preference, can either match 
or contrast with your home and its surroundings. It is 
produced from an innovative WPC (Wood Plastic Composite) 
material, composed of pure PVC, high-quality wood particles, 
and additives which improve the quality of the products. 
Owing to this innovative technology, the fencing pro�les are 
stable, they do not corrode, do not crack, and do not require 
maintenance or painting.

Warning: Do not place more than two 
distancers between two fence boards!

WPC FENCING SCREW
stainless steel

19х25х40 мм

+ 4x

M3.5x25


